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Proven Results 2009/2010: Hayward Suspension Bikes have brought home 12 National Championships
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Thanks to the off road family.
I want to take a break from technical stuff this time and talk
about the year and the amazing people out there in the dirt bike
fraternity.

I personally up until my illness had a great 2010 and got much
joy from “Hayward Suspension” bikes winning all off road and
enduro Championships junior through seniors.

It seems many of you out there may be aware of my serious
illness that suddenly overcame me 3 weeks prior to the Roof.
For these who have not heard I went down from one day to the
next with serious colon problems. So serious that in 6 weeks,
dropped from 73 to 57kg and lay in hospital over 3 weeks in
critical state with doctors wanting to remove my entire colon.
I am home now (still with dear colon) and fighting for recovery.
I am improving but it is still nerve racking. I cannot even begin
to tell you how much support I have received from Gary Franks
and entire off road family. All I can say in that it has moved
me, humbled me and made me sure that you out there are an
incredible bunch of people and no matter what happens I will
endeavour to give the best suspension services and support to
this industry to which I am truly interested and amazed by. I can
only say a huge thanks: you are a special bunch indeed!

Thanks Jade, Louwrens and Tyron, incredible job guys! This
means Hayward Suspension bikes brought home 12 National
titles in the last 2 years.
I seem to be almost back on my feet now and am working again.
I pledge to support and enhance and make as safe as possible
all your riding experiences in 2011 by professional suspension
service and expertise.
Once again you guys and girls are incredible!
Thanks for all your prayers and support!
Hilton

